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When you move from one place to another and try to install furniture and equipment from your old office into a new one, you sometimes run into trouble. Today's workspace highlights an excellent before and after transformation. Lifehacker reader Dave Bach has done through his small study with fresh paint, new window processing and a super custom table.
She writes:My study was poorly dried space - I simply transplanted the same design from the previous house - it didn't feel spacious and although it had plenty of storage space, it was always full and felt confused. The radiator was under the table. I was in pain all day in my back sitting at a low table, and the computer sounded like a jet engine whenever you
opened the app. When the monitor plugged into the window, I was always trying to see the screen, as it would have silhouetted every external light that was coming. So I bought a new computer and decided I needed a new table to go along with it. After an abundance of searching, but I can not find anything that would fit the account (good height, ability to
cover up all wires and unused gadgets, etc.), I decided to build my own. It was necessary to make the room feel more spacious while sticking to all the useful files, utilities, wires, etc. that I need. I also wanted to move my old PS3 into a study so a calmer slim could take over the iPlayer and stream duties in the lounge. Any extra space would be used for a nice
chair so I can play guitar and PS3 in peace. It takes me to start woodworking at the last minute, but it's always cancelled at the last minute - so my wood-processing skills are pretty much what you see what you get - no funky dove tails here - these are basic butt joints, pine and MDF to the end! The new setting looks fantastic and with enough design flavor to
fit into the magazine. Excellent work, Dave, and a great example of how little DIY magic gets exactly what you want and how you want it. Check out earlier, in progress and after the pictures below:If you have your own workspace to display, throw the pictures into your flickr account and add it to the Lifehacker Workspace Show and tell the pool. Include some
details about the setting and why it works for you, and you may see it displayed on the first page of Lifehacker.Before and After: The Tiny Study [Lifehacker Workspace Show and Tell Pool] Independent, trusted guide to online education for over 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved Colleges, LLC All Rights Reserved Independent, Trusted
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presents themselves, and raises his hand in front of you. How do you know what to do next? The answer comes from observing learning. If I saw this behavior for the first time, I wouldn't have any idea what to do. If I were from eastern culture, I could chain myself to this person; You know what to do because you've watched a lot of adults shake hands since
you were a kid. Observation of learning is a learning theory in psychology that describes how we learn by observing and imitating others. In this article, we will examine what observational learning really is and how it helps you learn and grow. What is learning observation? Young children learn many of their behaviours and expressions by observing them.
Things that are fundamental, such as walking, playing, gestures, facial expressions and body postures, are picked up through observational learning. Psychologist Albert Bandura died in the 1970s. Containment: Remember what was observed (memory). Reproduction: Copy or imitate what you've noticed. Motivation: Get reinforcement or punishment from
the environment for completing behavior (or not). Neuroscience provides further evidence. Mirror neurons shoot when one animal is functioning, while the other animal observes as if neurons in one brain are mirroring the patterns of the other brain. Result? You make a funny face in a baby, and the child starts imitating behavior by making the same funny
face. What affects observational observation does not always occur, so it is essential to understand the conditions that are in place when this occurs. When are we going to be more posital? It happens when: you doubt yourself and your abilities. You are the or in an unfamiliar environment. You're in a position of authority as a boss, a leader or a celebrity.
Someone looks like you in some way: interest, age or social class. You see someone who gets rewards and punishment for his behavior. Let's say four of them go to the restaurant. One person frequents this type of restaurant, but this is the first time for the other three individuals. A person who is comfortable in this environment knows what to do: when and
where to install a napkin, how the site setting works, and how to communicate with the waiting staff. Because she knows what to do in this situation, she's an authority. The rest of her company is in an unfamiliar environment, and when we don't know how to behave, let's look around and observe the behavior of others. Somehow we know who to observe by
picking up the subtle cues. Without the need to think about it, the rest of the party takes a subconscious look around and begins to distinguish who is the expert and what he is doing. This process often happens throughout our development and the rest of our lives. How observational learning supports your personal development Observational learning
usually occurs subconsciously in social situations. This means that we must belong, or fit in, us, to adapt our behavior to the actions of others. However, the true power of observation stems from the being that this process is active and misguided. Once you understand how learning observation works, you can choose to use it in ways that support your
personal and professional development. ModelingModeling is another term for observing learning. Let's just say you want to be an expert. Start by finding some of those present who they believe are highly skilled and be careful what they do. Pay attention to how they stick when they hold back and which points they emphasize. Do they use slides,
recordings, sounds and gestures to cross their points? Modeling the success of others is perhaps the fastest way to raise your game and move forward quickly in your development. Shading At work, observation is often called shading. If you find an experienced employee for a while, you will of course learn how to perform the tasks that that person performs
every day. This process also works efficiently in sales environments. Apprenticeships If you study masters of any field, you quickly learn that they had excellent teachers or masters from whom they learned. In Mastery, author Robert Greene points out that those who reach the level of mastery in each field are given a rigorous apprenticeship in order to
absorb the secret knowledge of those with years of experience. Similarly, in the Code of Talent Daniel Coyle points out that anyone who cultivates talent has a master coach who knows how to break things down and learn things in a way speeds up the learning process. So, if there's any area of your life you're looking for mastery, who can you design an
apprenticeship with? In this article, you can learn more about apprenticeships at work: What is an apprenticeship and what value can it bring to your career? Hijacking your behavior Our brains are in more ways than spons in absorbing what we're watching. While this observation can be a powerful tool for our personal growth and development, it can also be
a destructive force. Consider all the bad behavior we witnessed when we were kids (and continue today): The list goes on. And yes, we also observed and absorbed these behavioral patterns from parents, teachers, family members and friends. We also accept the behaviour we observe on television and in the media. For example, studies show that teenage
girls who watched a lot of sexual content started having sex more after that. Does that mean watching violent movies will force you to behave violently? Not necessarily, but these images are imprinted in our unconsciousness and often later expressed under the right conditions. Here's the point: Be a very conscious media that you spend and who you spend
your time with. Our brains are like computer hardware, and what we're watching is like software. Choose positive and life support software if you want your brain to mimic! 5 Ways to Use Observation Learning to Your Advantage Here are five tips to make observing learning work for you: 1. Be very selective on What, Who, and When You Observe,
Observation Learning Takes Place, Whether We Want It Or Not. To resurrect this powerful force, consciously choose who you observe and model and in what context. For example, if you know someone who is very productive in your work, ask you to track them down. However, keep in mind that this individual may be a completely different person when it
does not work, so be careful what behavioral patterns you absorb. 2. Pay attention to the details Those who achieve mastery in every area of their lives do so by mastering the foundations and then constantly improving at more subtle levels. It is often difficult for inexperienced eyes to notice what they are doing differently. In the case of negotiations, for
example, a qualified negotiator knows how and when to pollute another player. Sometimes these skills are expressed instinctively, so that they can pick up details in a behavior an individual does not even know that they are doing while observing learning. 3. Maintain a playful attitude Many of us are conditioned to believe that seriousness is a valuable quality
to learn. However, psychologist Abraham Maslow found that individuals who self-detain, or individuals with positive mental health, have a more innocent, playful attitude when they learn and it also shows that we learn up to ten times faster in areas that are of interest to us. So stay curious, open and ready to learn. 4. Earse What You Observe in Your Mind
Studies show that the lure of specific movement patterns in the eye of our mind can help our brains encode the desired actions and behaviors. Many top athletes and musicians use this form of creative visualization training. Visualization practices are extremely powerful when you do it directly before bedtime so that your subconscious mind can process your
images during sleep. 5. Do not just observe; Make it an observational learning stick, you must also do whatever it is you are watching. Many companies combine a shadow of experienced employees with hands-on training to accelerate learning and development. In a personal development space, observation of learning is often called modeling the success
of others. Here are three questions to help you get started now: What skills and behaviors do you want to learn? Who has these skills and behaviors? How can you start modeling these individuals right away? Take a look around and identify people and places that can help you get started with the purpose of observing learning. More on LearningFeatured
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